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Item Text Option Text 1 Option Text 2 Option Text 3 Option Text 4

Why was a poet’s job easier before Modernism according to the first stanza 

of Of Modern Poetry ?

Poets were better 

educated 

Poets kept to 

themselves 

Poets could simply 

repeat a script 

Poets were also 

musicians 

Poetry is described as "A metaphysician in the ____" Dark Ear City Mind

In the speaker's mind what transformation does the sea undergo from the 

poem's beginning to its end in Idea Of Order At Key West  ?

From Silent To 

Harmonious

From Ugly To 

Beautiful

From Chaotic To 

Organized

From Weak To 

Powerful

What has happened to "the bronze weathervane cod" in the first stanza of 

the poem For The Union Dead ?

It has lost half of its 

scales 

It has snapped off in 

the storm 

It is the only thing 

that hasn’t changed 

since Lowell's 

childhood

It has been 

mysteriously stolen 

What does the speaker do before diving into the wreck? 
Read "The Book Of 

Myths"

Come up with a list of 

items she would like 

to find 

Think about the 

value of poetry 
Research its history 

How can we interpret the metaphor of the shipwreck in Diving into Wreck ? 
It is a metaphor for 

history 

It is a metaphor for 

men's violence 

against women

It is a metaphor for a 

relationship gone 

wrong

It is a metaphor for the 

low status of poetry

How does the caged bird feel in the poem Sympathy ? Oppressed Imprisoned Persecuted  Fearful

Who is the protagonist of the poem Still I Rise ? A Black Man A White Man A Black Woman A White Woman

Sylvia Plath is a ___________Poet Expressionist Metaphysical Confessional Imagist

How old is the speaker of the poem Incident  when the incident takes place? Seven Eight Eighteen Fifty

The author says that "Life for me ain't been no crystal stair." What does 

"crystal" mean?

Transparent and 

slippery
Rough

Beautiful and 

dangerous
Clear and smooth

The crystal stair is a metaphor that is used throughout the poem Mother to 

Son .  Why do you think Hughes makes the stairway “crystal?”

Crystal is beautiful, but 

it is also fragile and 

breaks easily

Crystal sparkles in the 

sunlight

Crystal has different 

colors in it 

depending on how 

the light hits it

You can almost see 

through crystal



Which of the following poems was NOT written by Sylvia Plath? Cut Edge Lady Lazarus Skunk Hour

In The Negro Speaks of Rivers  the poet says I looked upon the ------- and 

raised the pyramids above it.
Nile Congo Euphrates Mississippi

The instructor in Theme for English B  is White and more free Not a good teacher Very dishonest Insincere

The poem Yet do I Marvel  alludes to the myths of Apollo Hercules Cupid Sisyphus and Tantalus

African American Poets voiced their protest   ---in their poetry. Racial Discrimination Traffic Pollution Atomic Bomb

Robert Frost builds the power in the poem Desert Places  by using the 

primary symbol of …
Water Snow Bird Tree

What is the form of the poem, 'Karma'? Epic
Dramatic 

Monologue
Sonnet Haiku

Who is anyone in '“anyone lived in a pretty how town”? woman man girl old ladies


